
Newspaper 	 3/23/11 8:06 AM 

This leaves 52 - 13 = 39 text-only page equivalents. 

Question 4 
One way of working out the number of words on a text page is to break It down into 
(number of columns) x (number of words per column line) x (number of lines per 
column). 
From experience, you might know that a typical compact broadsheet format like The 
Times has five columns of text on a page. On average, it is reasonable to expect 6 
words per line in a column. This totals 30 words across each horizontal line of page. 

A guess of the number of lines down a page based on the experience of reading The 
Times is more difficult, so you might want to compare it to a more familiar paper size, 
such as an A4 sheet. You might estimate that the length of a compact broadsheet is 
equal to roughly 1.5 A4 sheets (whereas a traditional broadsheet is over 2 times longer 
than an A4 sheet). Wide ruled A4 paper has about 35 lines per page - so 1.5 wide-ruled 
A4 pages would hold 52.5 lines - you could round this to SO to make later calculations 
easier. 
You would also want to take Into account the fact that newspapers typically use much 
smaller type fonts than hand-writing, allowing them to fit more lines to the page. 
Assuming that newspaper line spacing is about half that of wide ruled A4, a typical 
newspaper may have 2 x SO = 100 lines per page. 

This would make 100 lines * 30 horizontal words = 3090 words per page. 

An extra step to the analysis would be to account for the space taken up by headlines, 
which typically take up around 1/3rd of the page. 
Accounting for headlines, the number of words on would be 2/3 x 3000 = 2000 words 
per page. 

We calculated previously that there were 39 pages of text in the average copy of The 
Times. This implies that there are 39 x 2000 = 78 000 words in the average copy of 
The Times. 
Given that the number of calculation steps involved, you might want to conclude by 
expressing your final estimate as a range, rather than a precise number: e.g using a 
confidence interval of +/- 5%. 

Therefore, a copy of the Times might typically contain 75 000 - 80 000 words. 
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Nuolas. Ike 11/0.Degle Ir•laing far ChM.. 
n, worm ck,nownx 

ft 

ICI Nye Yolk limo 

An aspiring Santa Claus training on 57th Street for • 
job with Santa Division of Western Temporary Services. 

• 

Santas, One 106, Begin 
Training for Christmas 

By !WITH COMINGS ' 
status specialty store ln 
Dallas. 

"Business has been good," 
Richard Marcus, Nelman's 
president, commented, 'land 
we expect it to remain so." 

Most stores said that price 
increases in general would 
be kept to a minimum, Seam, 
the only store that would 
venture an estimate, predicted 
a 1 or 2 per cent rise in 
Christmas prices sear TIM 
year—and gave several reas-
ons. 

Time was in their favor. 
most Christmas purchases 
were made last spring. Buy. 
ers were instructed to be se-
lective and to pass up Items 
that might encounter con-
sumer resistance because of 
their high price tag. 

And the retailers are op-
erating under a complicated 
system of Federal price con-
trols that allow pass4hroughs 
of merchandise costs from 
their suppliers but restrict 
them to the same percentage 
markup on gross profit 
margins that they had in 1972. 

The time factor was an 
especially important one re-
garding important items. As 
'qr. Goodman put lt, "There's 
no question that• some im-
ported goods will be higher, 
loiX I don't think it will be 
major; a lot of Imported 
goods were bought in the 
spring before the last devalu-
ation, and that one was a 
killer." 

Neiman-Marcus is main-
taining solid secrecy about 
what its prestigious mall-
order catalogue will feature 
this year. Mr. Marcus saki it 
would be released In about 
10 days—but Sears and , 
Montgomery Ward are al-
ready out with theirs and 
they are giving big play to 
adult gooses, home handi-
crafts and myriad toys. 

For example, Montgomery 
Ward is featuring a new doll 
called Baby Alive that rats 
a special jells-like food and, 
if a child insists on feeding 
it, requires its own diaposa-
bie diaper. Extra food and 
diapzrs are available. 

Sears is offeriag a $99.30 
chess set with figures mod-
eled after the Romans and 
Gauls that is. In the words 
of one merchandising man, 
"calculated to lend an intel-
lectual atmesphere to your 
home " 
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Santa Clause want Into 
training here yesterday—a re-
minder to anyone who didn't 
happen to be thinking about 
it that Christmas was exact-
ly three months away. 

While an agency that hare 
dins temporary employes, In• 
eluding Santa Clauses, was 
putting the man it calls "the 
warldis oldest St. Nick" 
thrOgh his paces to promote 
1.vices, major local de-
ptianjent stores and leading 
naafi! mall -order stores 

valu e. for 	e Christmas 
weriifiredicting a record sales 

th  
season. 

lat'the Park Sheraton Ho-
tel, Ike Santa Division of 
WeStern Temporary Services 
got an early start on the Cant-
ing season by demonstnting 
its four-hour Santa-training 
course on Larry Lewis, a for-
Mee-showman and physical 
cuiterist from San Francisco 
who says he is 106 years old. 
The company said it trained 
SOD Santa Clauses a Year as 
temporary workers tar de-
partment stores and shopping 
centers. 

Meanwhile, retailers were 
also gearing up for the year's 
most important selling perla' 
and looking for a record Year 
in spite of such economic 
headaches as inflation at 
home and devaluation of the 
dollar abroad. 

"We expect good Christ-
mas sales and expect good 
increases over last year, 
which wan the best Christmas 
year in our history," said Ed-
ward Goodman, president of 
Abraham & Straus. 

Other Stores Optimistic 
Ile said he was looking for 

a sales rise, even excluding 
the performance of a new 
store In Queens, "in the 
neighborhood of 3 or 4 per 
cent" over Christmas 1972, 
adding that "these figures 
sound minuscule unit yoa 
put them onto the volume." 
Sticking to industry custom. 
however, he declined to dis-
close what A.&S.'s volume 
was. 

Ne% ertheless, Mr. Good-
man's optimism was echoed 
by spokesmen for such stares 
as Macy's. Lord & Taylor and 
FAS). Schwartz in New York. 
by Montgomery Ward and 
Seam Roebuck in Chicago 
and hi cirn1 n Marcus, the h 
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Santa Clause went into 
training here yesterday—a re- 
minder to anyone who didn't 
happen to be thinking about 
It that Christmas was exact- 
ly three months away. 

While an agency that han- 
dles temporary employes, in- 
cluding Santa Clauses, was 
putting the man it calls "'the 
wgriai,s oldest St. Nick" 
t r6: gh his paces to promote 
'rv ices, major local de- 

ent stores and leading 
ntrio al mail - order stores 
were predicting a record sales 
voh1ie, for the Christmas 
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Santos, One 106, Begin Training for Christmas 
Ry JUDITH CUMMINGS 
New York Times (1923-Current ,file); Sep 26, 1973; 
ProQuest Historical Newspapers: The New York Times (1851-2007) 
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called styrax. [middle tnglisn, irom Latin, alteration of styrax: it; )  
store (st6r, star) n. 1. A place where merchandise is ff d f 
Greek sturaz perhaps of Semitic origin. See $rw in Apyoenderixe  11.01 r sale.  

a shop. 2. A stock or supply reserved for future use: a squirrel's store oi 
acorns. 3. stores Supplies, especially of food, clothing, or arms. 4. A 
place where commodities are kept; a warehouse or storehouse. 5. A great 
quantity or number; an abundance. 	tr.v. stored, stor.ing, stores 

To reserve or put away for future use. 2. To fill, supply, or stock. 3. 
o deposit or receive in a storehouse or warehouse for safekeeping. 4 

Catnputer Sdence To copy (data) into memory or onto a storage device, 
such as a hard disk. — idiom: in store 1. Forthcoming: great trouble 
'n store for her. 2. In reserve; stored. [Middle English stor, supply, from 
Old French estor, from estorer, to build, from Latin instaurcire, to restore. 
See sta.. in Appendix I.] ---storta•ble adj. —storter n. 
store-bought (stôrtbot', stOre-) adj. Manufactured and purcha 
at retail; not homemade: store -bought cookies. 
store cheete n. Cheddar. 
storesfront (st8r/frünt', start - ) n. 1. The side of a stom or .sh 
fadng a street. 2. A room or suite of rooms in a commercial buildi:n_g: 
street level: a political office in a storefront. + adj. 1. Of) relatipnro  
being that side of a store facing a street: storefront window b( itters  Declaratton 
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lathe 
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I pi: 
pie 
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t Paiute. 
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stoop 	 1679 
	 store 

• have the head and shoulders habitually bent for-
ward: he tends to sroop when he walks I [as adj.] 
(stooping) a thin, stooping figure. • (of a bird of 
prey) swoop down on a quarry 

2 lower one's moral standards so far as to do some-
thing reprehensible: Craig wouldn't stoop to thieving I 
she was unwilling to believe that awane could stoop so 
low as to stealfmm a dead woman. 
• [with Infinitive] condescend to do something. 

on. 1 [in silo.] a posture in which the head and shoulders 
are habitually bent forward: a tall,thin man with a stoop. 
2 the downward swoop of a bird of prey. 

-ORIGIN Old English stapian (verb), of Gennanic or-
igin; related to the adjective STEEP'. Both senses of the 
noun date from the late 16th cent. 

stoop2  1-n. a porch with steps in front of a house or 
other building. 

-ORIGIN mid 18th cent.: from Dutch fro4, (see 
STOEP), 

stoop ball r n, a ball game resembling baseball in 
which the ball is thrown against a building or the steps 
of a stoop rather than to a batter, 

stooped I stOppt o adj. (of a person) having the head 
and shoulders habitually bent forward: a thin, stooped 

fircre- 
• (of the shoulders or another part of the body) habit-

ually bent forward: the man W415 slight, with stooped 
shouldos. 

stoop la.bor s.n. agricultural labor performed in a 
stooping or squatting position. 

stop 1st/tip ov. (stopped, stopping) 1 [nlums.] (of an 
event, action, or process) come to an end; cease to 
happen: his laughter stopped as quickly as it had begun I 
the rain had stopped and the clouds had dearer!. 
• [with piescot partldpia] cease to perform a specified ac-

tion or have a specified experience: she stopped gig-
gling I  [trans.] he stopped work fm- tea. • [with present 
participle] abandon a specified practice or habit: Ilve 
stopped eating maw • stop moving or operating: he 
stopped to look at the view I my watch has stopped. 
• (of a bus or train) call at a designated place to pick 
up or let off passengers: main-line trains stop at plat-
form 7. • Brit., Informal stay somewhere for a short 
time: you'll have to stop the night. 

2 [trans.] cause (an action, process, or event) to come 
to an end: this harassment has got to be stopped. 
• prevent (an action or event) from happening: a sees-

rizy guard MIS killed trying to stop a raid. • prevent or 
dissuade (someone) from continuing in an activity 
Or achieving an aim: a campaign is under way to stop 
the bombers. • [with obj, and present partidple] prevent 
(someone or something) from performing a speci-
fied action or undergoing a specified experience:you 
can't stop me from getting rdrat I want. • cause Of 
order to cease moving or operating: he stopped his car 
by the house I police mere given POZWis to stop and 
search suspects. • Inhrmal be hit by (a bullet). • in- 
struct a bank to withhold payment on (a check). 
• refuse to supply as usual; withhold or deduct: the 
union has thremtened to stop the supply of minerals. 
• Boxhg defeat (an opponent) by a knockout he teas 
stoppod in the shah by 73son. 

3 [trans.] block or close up (a hole or leak): he tried to 
stop the hole zoith the hexl of his boot I the drain has been 
stopped up. 
• block the mouth of (a fox's earth) prior to a hunt. 

• plug the upper end of (an organ pipe), giving a 
note an octave lower. • obtain the required pitch 
from (the string of a violin or similar instrument) by 
pressing at the appropriate point with the finger. 
• make (a rope) fast with a stopper. 

on, 1 a cessation of movement or operation: all business 
came to a stop I there nere constant stops and changes 
of Pace, 
• a break or halt during a journey: allow an hour or so 

for drivirw and as long as you like for stops I the flight 
landed for a eyireling stop. • a place designated for a .  
bus or train to halt and pick up or drop off passen-
gers: the bus was pulling up at her stop, • an object or 
part of a mechanism that is used to prevent some-
thing from moving: the shelves have special stops to 
prevent thent from being pulled out too far. • BA, dated a 
punctuation mark, esp. a full stop. • used in 
telegrams to indicate a full stop: MEET YOU AT 
THE AIRPORT STOP. • Phonetics a consonant pro-
duced with complete closure of the vocal tract. 
• Bridge a high card that prevents the opponents from 
establishing a particular suit; a control. • Nautical a 
short length of cord used to secure something. 

2 a set of organ pipes of a particular tone and range of 
pitch. 
• (also stop knob) a knob, lewr, or similar device in 

an organ or harpsichord that brings into play a set of 
pipes or strings of a particular tone and range of 
pitch. 

3 Photography the effective diameter of a lens. 
• a device for reducing this. • a unit of change of rela-

tive aperture or exposure (with a reduction of one 
stop equivalent to halving 

-PHRASES pull out all the stops make every great ef-
fort to achieve something: the director pulled out al the 
stops to Plea the impassible dardlinc. • do something 
very elaborately or on El grand scale: they gave a Christ-
mas parry. and pufied out all the stops. [ORIGIN: with 
reference to the stops of an onram] put a stop to cause 
(an activity) to end she would have to pat a stop to all 
this nonsense, stop at nothing be utterly ruthless or de-
termined in one's attempt to achieve something: he 
would stop at nothing to retain his position of power. stop 
dead (or short) suddenly cease moving, speaking, or 
acting. stop one's ears put one's fingers in one's ears 
to avoid hearing something. stop someone's mouth 
induce someone to keep silent about something. stop 
payment I %stip 'pamantl instruct a bank to withhold 
payment on a check, stop the show (of a performer) 
provoke prolonged applause or laughter, causing an 
Interruption. 

rstop by (or In) call briefly and informally as a visitor, 
stop something down Photography reduce the aperture 
of a lens with a diaphragm. 

stop off (or over) pay a short visit en route to one's ul-
timate destination when traveling: stopped off to visit 
him and his wife I he decided to stop OVE7 in Parnk 

stop something out cover an area that is not to be 
printed or etched when making a print or etching, 

-DERIVATIVES stop•pmble adj. 
-o ci N Old English (for)stoppian 'block up (an aper-
ture); of West Germanic origin; related to German 
stopfen, from late Latin stuppane ̀ to stuff.' 

stop-and -go rn. [usu. as adj.] alternate stopping and 
restarting of progress: stop-and-go driving 

stopband I ' stilmbrend I on. Electronic* a band of fre-
quencies that are attenuated by a filter. 

stopbank I'stAp.bmqGkl frn. Austral/NZ an embank-
ment built to prevent a river from flooding, 

stop bath rs. Photography a bath for stopping the action 
of a preceding bath by neutraliimg any of its chemical 
still present 

stop bit rs. Tekoorneunhations (in asynchronous data 
transfers) one of a pattern of bits that indicate the end 
of a character or of the whole transmission. 

stopcock I  'stlip, kelt I on. an  externally operated valve 
regulating the flow of a liquid or gas through a pipe. 

stope I stop I on. (usu. stopes) a steplike part of a 
mine where minerals are being extracted, 

oat [beans.] [usu. as a.] (stopIng) (in mining) excavate a 
series of steps or layers in (the ground or rock). 
• [as rtj (sloping) Geology the process by which coun-

try rock is broken up and removed by the upward 
movement of magma. 

-ORIGIN mid 18th cent: apparently related to the 
noun STEP. 

stopgap I 'strip, grep I on. a temporary way of dealing 
with a problem Of satisfying a need: transplants arc on& 
a stopgap until ;wore sophisticatal alternatives can work. 

stop knob mi, the knob controlling a stop on an organ 
or harpsichord. 

stoplight 	on. 1 another term for TRAFFIC 

LIGHT. 
• a red traffic light. 
2 another term for BRAKE LIGHT, 

stop list 1.11. a list of words automatically omitted from 
a computer-generated concordance or index, typically 
the most frequent words, which would slow down pro-
cessing unacceptably 

stop - loss oadj. Finance denoting or relating to an order 
to sell a security or commodity at a specified price isa 
order to limit a loss. 

stop -motion on. [usu. as all a cinematographic tech-
nique whereby the camera is repeatedly stopped and 
started, for example to give animated figures the im-
pression of movement 

stOp-off on. another term for STOPOVER. 
stop-out on. Bit., Inhonal a person who stays out late at 
night. 

stop000Ver / 'stip ,ovar I on. a break in a journey: the 
one-day stopover in Honolulu. 
• a place where a journey is broken: an inviting stopo-

ver between Quebec City and Montreal. 
stoppage I 'stipij I on. an instance of movement, ac-
tivity, or supply stopping or being stopped: the result of 
the air raid mas compkte stoppage of production, 
• a blockage in a narrow passage, such as the barrel of 

a gun, • a cessation of work by employees protesting 
the terms set by their employers. • Boxing a knock-
out 

stoppage time on. another term for INJURY -ME, 
Stop•pard I'stlipord; 	, Sir lbm (1937- ), 
British playwright, born in Czechoslovakia; born 
Thomas Straussler. His best-known plays are comedies, 

often dealing with metaphysical and ethical questions' 
for example, Rosencrants and Ouildenstern Are Deal 
(1966) is based on the characters in Hamlet. 

Sitop•par stipar I rn. 1 a plug for sealing a hole, esp. 
in the neck of a bottle or other container. 
2 a person or thing that halts or obstructs a specified 
thing: [in combination] a crime-stopper 
• (in soccer and other sports) a player whose function 

Ls to block attacks on goal from the middle of the 
field, • Baseball a starting pitcher depended on to win 
a game or stop a losing streak, or a relief pitcher 
used to prevent the opposing team from scoring, 
• (in sailing or climbing) a rope or clamp for pre-
renting a rope or cable from running out. • ItIciga 
another term for CONTROL. 

ov. [um. as adj.] (stoppered) use a stopper to seal (a 
bottle or other container): a small stoppord jar. 

-PHRASES put a (or the) stopper on Inform] prewnt 
from happening or continuing. 

stiop-ping point •.n. a point or place at which It is con-
venient to stop during a journey or activity. 

stopple I 'stapal [ on. a stopper or plug. 
ov. [tans.] seal with a stopper. 
-ORIGIN Middle English: partly a 8110/TellifIg of Old 
French ostouppail 'bung,' re—it-domed by the verb STOP. 

stop-start (also stop-and-start) oat!). Informal alter-
nately stopping and starting; progressing interrupted- 
ly: a $150 stop-start taxi ride. 

stop time on. (in jazz) a rhythmic device whereby a 
chord or accent is played only on the first beat of every 
bar or every other bar, typically accompanying a solo. 

stop valve an. a valve used to stop the flow of liquid in 
a pipe. 

stop voisley on. Tennis a volley played close to the net in 
which the player stops the ball without a forceful 
stroke, sending It just barely back over the net. 

stopwatch I 'stitp,wilma I on. a special watch with but-
tons that start, stop, and then zero the hands, used to 
time races. 

storage I 'stdrij I on. the action or method of storing 
something for future use: the chair can be folded flat for 
easy storage I [RS act] the room lacked storage space. 
• the retention of retrievable data on a computer or 

other electronic system; memory, • space available 
for storing something, in particular allocated space 
in a warehouse: COOPS,' had put much of the fioniture 
into storage. • the cost of storing something in a 
warehouse. 

stor•age bat•ter•y (also storage cell) on. a battery 
(or cell) used for storing electrical energy. 

stor•age drovice on a piece of computer equipment 
on which information can be stored. 

storage heat•er re. Brit an electric heater that acm-
mulates heat in water or bricks during the night (when 
electricity is cheaper) and releases it during the Clay. 

storage ring on. Physics an approximately circular ac-
celerator in which particles can be effectively stored 
by being made to circulate continuously at high en-
ergy. 

starax I 'sto.rreks (also styrax) rn. 1 a rare fragrant 
gant resin obtained from an eastern Mediterranean 
tree, sometimes used in medicine, perfumery, and in- 

se. li  
• quid storax) a liquid balsam obtained from the 
ce(n 

Asian liquidambar tree. 
2 a tropical or subtropical tree or shrub with showy 
white flowers in drooping clusters. 
'Genus &yen, family Stynicaccac: screw] species, in partic-
ular S. ojficMalis, from which the resin stoma is obtained. 

-ORIGIN late Middle English: from Latin, front a var-
iant of Greek sr/wax. 

store I stOr I on. 1 a retail establishment selling Items to 
the public: a health-food store 
• [as ad.) stone-bought: there's a loaf of SZO7V bread. 
2 a quantity or supply of something kept for use as 
needed: the sqnSerel has a store of food I figurative her 
vast store of knowledx. 
• a place where things are kept for future use or sale: 

a pain store. o (stores) supplies of equipment and 
food kept for use by members of an army, navy, or 
other institution, or the place where they are kept. 
• Brit, a computer memory. 

3 chiefly Brit, a sheep, steer, cow, or pig acquired or kept 
for fattening. 

an, [tans.] keep or accumulate (something) for future 
use: a small room used for storing fierniture. 
• retain or enter (Information) for future electronic 

retrieval: the data is stored on disk. • (be stored 
with) have a supply of (something useful): is nrind 
well stored with esoteric knowledge. • [khans.] remain 
fresh while being stored: they do not ship cr store well. 

-PHRASES in store 1 in a safe place while not being 
used Of displayed: items held in stare. 2 coming in 
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store tstôrl 	1 a Mail establishment selling items to 
the public: a imaltik-foal store, 
IN las azi J. store-bought: there.!s a loaf of store bread. 
2 a quantity or supply of something kept for use as 
needed: the squirrel. has a store oj e food I liciuraliw her 
vast stom of knowiedga 
NI a plac e Whett things are kept for future use or sale: 

a stain stare. a (stores) supplies of equipment and 
food kept for use by members of an army, navy, or 
other institution, or the place where they are kept, 

Elit a computer memory,. 
3 chiafly BrIt. a sheep„ steer, cow, or p* acquired or kept 
for fattening, 

*v. [bans,' keep or accumulate (something) for future 
use: a small room ristlifor storing furniture. 

retain or enter (information) for future electronic 
retrieval: the daw is stored on disk a (be stated 
With) have a supply of (something useful): a mind 

storai with esixerie knowledg4a [intrans,] remain 
fresh while being stored: they do not ship cs,  store well 

-PHRASES in store 1 in a safe place while not bein,g 
used or displayed: l'tems held in store. 2 coming in 
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store-and-forward 
	

1680 
	 stout 

the future; about to happen: he did not yez know what 
lay in store for him. set (or lay or put) store by (or 
on) consider (something) to be of a particuler degree 
of importance or value: many people set much store by 
privacy 

- DERIVATIVES storeasble adj.; storser n. 
-o R se IN Middle English: shortening of Old French 

enore (noun), estorer (verb), from Laths instaurare 
'renew% compare With RESTORE, 

store -and-forward eade [slee] Telecomaienhallons mist-
ing to or denoting a data network in which messages 
are routed to one or more intermediate stations where 
they may be stared before being forwarded to their 
destinations, 

store.bought eadj, bought ready-made from a store; 
not homemade. 

StOresfrord 'sfinefrante en. 1 the facade of a store. 
2 a room or set af rooms facing the street on the 
ground floor of a commercial building, typically used 
as a store: [as adj.] a bright storefront eatery 

storegiouse 'steellows I est a building used for stor-
ing goods. 
• a large supply of something: an enormous store-

house qf faas 
store•keep•er I 'ster,lteper I en. 1 a person who owns 

OT runs a store. 
2 a person responsible for stored goods, 

storegoom I ister eonne -nom I en, a room in which 
items are stored. 

stogey 'stare I an. chiefly Brit variant spelling of SToRY3 . 
starkat.ed I 'stare, eget] ease. rare decorated with his-
torical, legendary, or emblematic designs. 

- DERIVATTVESstonioagion ,stdrehtseranl n, 
-bosoms: late 19th cent: compare with HISTORIATED. 
stoeried I 'stored I sad]. [Mehl poethillterary celebrated in 
or associated with stories or legends: the island's storied 
post, 

stork I sterk I en. a tail long-legged wading bird with a 
long heavy bill and typically with white and black 
plumage. 
'Family Ciconlidaei SCVeral genera and species, in particular 
the white stork (Cionia eiconia), with black wing tips and a 
reddish bill and ir, often nesting on tall buildings in Europe, 
• the white stork as the pretended bringer of babies. 

-o mores Old English storc„ of Germanic origin; prob-
ably related to STARK (because of its rigid stance). 

stoma I storm! en, 1 a violent disturbance of the at-
mosphere with strong winds and usually rain, thun-
der, lightning, or snow. 

(also storm system) an intense low-pressure 
weather system; a cyclone. • a wind of force 10 on 
the Beaufort scale (48-55 knots or 55-63 mph). • a 
heavy discharge of missiles or blows: um mess Wen' 
tedwn by a storm of bullets. 

2 [usu. in slna] a tumultuous reaction; an uproar or 
controversy: the book caused a stonn in South Amaica I 
she has been at the center of a steno concerning paymenm 
• a violent or noisy outburst of a specified feeling or 

reaction: the disclosure raised a storm ofprotest, 
3 (StOMIS) storm windows. 
4 a direct assault by troops on a fortified pine. 

kW. 1 [no obe, with adverbial of direction] move angrily or 
foreefully in a specified direction: she kiln into rears 
and stormed off I he stormed out of the house. 
• [with dad *sash] shout (sometMng) angrily; rage: 

"Don't patronize mel" she stormed. I move forcefully 
and decisively to a specified position in a game or 
contest he bawd pan and stormed to the checker& 
flag. 

2 [ene] (of troops) suddenly attnck and mature (a 
building or other place) by means of force: Indian caw-
mandos stormed a hijacked plane early today I [as n.] 
(storming) the storming of the Bastille, 
3 [intense (of the weather) be violent, with strong 
winds and usually rain, thunder, lightning, or snow: 
when it stormed in the dor, I shoveled the dries before 
Harry came home. 

-PHRASES go down a storm Eire be enthusiastically 
received by an audience, the calm (or lull) before the 
storm a period of unusual tranquility or stability that 
seems likely to presage difficult times, storm and 
stress another term for Singel teete DRANO, a storm 
In a teacup British term for a tempest in a thapot (see 
TEMPEST). take something by storm (of troops) cap-
ture a place by a sudden and violent attack. a have 
great and rapid success in a particular place or with a 
particuher group of people: ha fine collection took the 
fashion world by storm. — up a storm perform the 
specified action with great enthusiasm and energy: the 
mind could reagy ploy up a storm. 

-DERIVATIVES stonnsproof I epronal adj, 
-ORIGIN Old English, of Germanic origin; related to 
Dutch storm and German Snmv, probably also to the 
verb STK1 , .The verb dates from late Middle English in 
sense 3. 

storm beach on. an expanse of sand or gravel thrown 
up on the coast by storms. 

storrrobound I 'sternebownd I eade prevented by 
storms from starting or continuing a journey. 

storm cerker sn. the point to which the wind blows 
spirally inward in a cyclonic storm. 
• the central point around which controversy or trou-

ble happens. 
storm cloud HI is heavy, dark rain cloud. 
a (storm clouds) med in reference to a threatening 

or ominous state of affairs; the beginning of the decade 
saw storm clouds gathering &Lev Europe. 

storm.cock I  stOrmkiikI en. dialect the mistle thrush. 
storm cuff sn. a tight-fitting inner cuff, typically an 

elasticized one, that prevents rain or wind from getting 
inside a coat. 

storm door sn. an additional outer door for protection 
in bad weather or winter, 

storm drain on, another term, for STORM SEWER. 
storm•er I 'stormar I en. [usu. in sing.] Eire, Informal some-
thing particularly impressive or good of its kind: a 
stormer of an album I the engine is a real stormer. 

storm flap en. a piece of material designed to protect 
an opening or fastener on a tent or coat from the ef-
fects of rain, 

storm glass en. a sealed tube containing a solution 
whom clarity is thought to change when storms ap-
proach. 

storm-ing I 'stern:Mee I sal, Diehl Brit, Infemai (of a 
performance, esp. in sports or music) outstandingly 
vigorous or impressive: his stornting finish carried him 
into third place. 

Stormsln' Norgnan I istdrimen 'Orman! see 
$ORWARZKOPF. 

storm jib ea. Sailing a small heavy jib for use in a high 
wind, 

storm pet-rel sn. a small seabird of the open ocean, typ-
Melly having blackish plumage and a white rump, and 
formerly believed to be a harbinger of bad weather. 
•Fanuly Hydro hatidse: several genera and many species, 
e.g., Hydrobates pdagiats of the northeastern Atlantic and 
Mediteraincan. 

storm Sail en, a sail used in stormy weather, asp:miler 
size and stronger material than the corresponding one 
used in ordinary weather. 

storm sew•er I 'saber! eit a sewer built to carry away 
excess water in times of heavy rain, 

storm sigmal en. a lamp, fiag, or other device used to 
give a viseele warning of an approaching storm. 

storm surge en. a rising of the sea as a result of atmos-
pheric pressum changes and wind associated with a 
storm. 

storm troops pleural n. another term for SHOCK 
TRoceits. 
a (Storm Woops) Wales! the Nazi political militia. 

- DERIVATIVES storm hoopeer n. 
storm wafter sit surface water in abnormal quantity 
resulting from heavy falls of rain or snow. 

storm win.dow en, a window fixed outside a normal 
window for protection and insulation in bad weather 
or winter. 

storrn.y I 'sterme I sate. (stormier, stormiest) (of 
weather) characterized by strong winds and usually 
rain, thunder, lightning, or snow: a dark and storner 
sught. 
• (of the sea or sky) having lame wnves or dark clouds 

because of windy or rainy conditions: gray and 
stomp,  skim, • full of angry or violent outbursts of 
feeling: a long and stormy debate I a stormy relation-
ship 

- DERIVATIVES stornriely I  -male I ade; atoms sinless 
n, 

Moron pet•rel OM another term for STORM PETREL, 
StootIng I 'stortheel the Norwegian parliament 
- o nro me Norwegian, from seer 'great' + gisly 'assem-

bly.' 
Storey I 'store I , Joseph (1779-1845), US Supreme 
Court associate justice 1811-45. Appointed to the 
Court by President Madison, he was the youngest as-
sociate justice ever to serve. He established the su-
premacy of Supreme Court rulings. 

storryl I 'stem I en. (pl. -les)1 an account of imaginary 
or real people and events told for entertainment: an 
advenmre story I I'm going to tell you a story 
• a plot or story line: Me novel has a good story a a re-

port of an item of news in a newspaper, magazine, or 
news broadcast: stories in the local papers. • a piece of 
gossip; a rumor: there have !rem lots of stories going 
around, as you can imagine. s informal a faNe statement 
or explanation; a lie: Mc stover told stories—she 
had always believed in the truth. 

2 an account of past events in someone's life or in the 
evolution of something: the story of modern farming I 
the film is based 07s a true story 
• a particular person's representution of the facte of  

matter, esp. as given la self-defense: during police in-
ter views, Harper changed his story lill [in slug.] a situa-
tion viewed in terms of the information known 
about it Or its similarity to another: having such infor-
mation is zooid, but itis not the whole nory I mon)) chil-
dress with lackemia now survive—mono.. _rears ago it 
UM a vvy different story 

-PHRASES but that's another story laionnal used after 
raising a matter to indicate that one does not want to 
expand on it for now end of story interval used to em-
phasize that there is nothing to add on a matter just 
mentioned: Men don't cry in pubis. End of story It's a 
long story domed uaed to indicate that, for now,. one 
does not want to talk about something that is too in-
volved or painful, It's (or that's) the story of one's life 
Informal used to lament the fact that a particular misfor-
tune has happened too often in one'is experience: "It's 
the story of my lift," my motha would say when she re- 
turned home flans a sale empty-handed. the same old 
story used to indicate that a particular bad situation is 
tediously familiar: are we not faced with the same old 
nosy of a badly managal project? the story goes it is 
said Or nimored: the story goos that he's fedlen out 
with his friends, to make (or Chit cut) a long story 
short used to end an account of events quickly: to 
make a long story short, I married Stephen. 

-o alone Middle Engliah (denoting a historical ac-
count or representation): shortening of Anglo-
Norman French iztorie, from Latin historia (see His-
TORY). 

sto•ry2  (Brit also storey) en, a part of a building com-
prising all the rooms that are on the same leeee [in 
combination] a three-ctary 

-DERIVATIVES sheeted (tet. also sto-reyed) ere [in 
combinneon] four-storied houses, 

- ORIGIN late Middle English:shortening of Latin his-
toria 'history, story,' a special use in Anglo-Latin, per-
haps originally denoting a tier of painted windows or 
sculptures on the front of a building (representing a 
historical subject), 

stogysboard I 'atbre,bordl sn, a sequence of draw-
ings, typically with some directions and dialogue, rep-
resenting the shots planned for a movie or television 
production. 

sto.rpbook I i sterepook I en, a book containing a 
story or collection of stories intended for children. 
a [as adj.] denoting something that is as idyllically per-

fect as things typicelly are in storybooks: iruets a sto- 
rybook finish to an dlustriaus careen 

stogy ed.i.tor en. an  editor who advises on the con-
tent and form of movie or television scripts. 

stogy line en. the plot of a novel, play, movie, or other 
narrative form. 

stogy•tell•er I 'storetelar I en. a person who tells sto-
ries. 

-DERIVATIVES stary•telhing kteLINGI shall. 
Story.yille I i steremil I a former entertainment district 
in New Orleans in Louisiana, closed in 1917, associ-
ated with the early develOpment of jazz music, 

Mot I stilt I ses (stotted, stotling) [intens] another re= 
for PRONK. 

-o mores early 1 ath cent.: of unknown origin. 
stowlin I sta'ten I en. a monetary unit of Slovenia, equal 
to one hundredth of a toter, 

-o RI IN Slovene. 
sto•timka I stOtinsokal oLn. 	stotin Id I -ke I ) a mon- 

etary unit of Bulgaria, equal to one hundredth of a lee 
- ORIGIN Bulgarian, literally 'one hundredth.' 
stoup I steep I en. a basin for holy water, esp. on the 
wail near the door of a Roman Catholic church for 
worshipers to dip their fingers in before crossing 
themselves. 
• anemia historical a flagon or beaker for drink. 

-ORICHN Middle English (in the sense 'pail, small 
caski): from Old Norse stoup, of Germanic origin; re-
lated to the verb STEEP 2 . 

stour I stoorl (also stoor) en. Scottish & Engish dust 
forming a cloud or deposited in a mass. 

-DERIVATIVES SU:Ann ad), 
- ORIGIN late Middle English: of uncertain origin. 
Stout I stowt I , Rex (Todhunter) (1886-1975) US 
writer. He created the portly, food-loving, onehid afici-
onado Nero Wolfe, a detective that appeared ha many 
of his novels; the first novel was Fa de Lance (1934) 
and the last, A Family Affair (1975). 

Stout I stowt I  rade 1 (of a person) somewhat fat or of 
heavy build: stout middle-aged men. 
• (of an object) strong and thick: Billy had armed hiss-

seYI with a stout stick I stout milking boots. 
2 (of an act, quality, or person) brave and determined 
he put up a stout ddIense in court. 

en a kind of strong, dark beer brewed with roasted malt 
or barley. 

- DERIVATIVES stoutsish adj. (in sense 1); stoutsly 
adv.; stoutmess n. (in sense 1), 	BuEors Declaration 
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